DAVE

VITKAY
MMA FIGHTER

SPECIAL FACTS:

STATS:
Hometown:

Detroit, MI

Awards:

Georgia Fighters Fighter of the Year
Fight of the Year &
Upset of the Year (twice)
27 (shows 22)

Age:		

31

		
		

Height: 		

6’-0”

Total Fights:

Weight:

185

Fighting Style: Freestyle
Record:

13-13-1 (shows 10-10-1)

BIOGRAPHY:
Born and raised in Detroit, Michigan, Dave began training as
a Mixed Martial Artist at age 20. He moved to Atlanta, Georgia
in 2005 and in early 2010 began training MMA and working as
a personal trainer at KnuckleUp Fitness. Dave trains Brazilian
Jiu Jitsu, Kickboxing/Muay Thai, and competes in many grappling tournaments throughout each year in the Expert and
Purple belt divisions.
With a Professional MMA record of 13-13-1, Daveís record is
much better than it appears. Fighting several high profile fighters early in his career like: Joe ìDieselî Riggs , Hector Ramirez,
and Jesse Forbes, the losses to these much more experienced
fighters have only fueled Daveís desire to succeed. His impressive record reveals only 4 losses in the past 4 years.
Currently on the fast track to ìTHE BIG TIMEî, Dave Vitka y,
trains under the esteemed Master Ricardo Murgel (8th Degree
Black Belt under Grandmaster Flavio Behring and founder of
the Union World Organization) and has lost only once since
switching camps. His new teamís relationship with the NAAFS
and other major promotions has set the stage for Daveís rise to
the top.

Dave maintains a very large local fan base. Through continuous training and employment as a Personal Trainer at KnuckleUp Fitness, Dave has access to well over 1,600 KnuckleUp
members.
Daveís relationships with many local promoters, fighters and
trainers help him as well as his sponsors to gain popularity
among not only the Atlanta metro area but also the National
and International MMA scene. His personality, fighting style,
and knock-out power will help Dave and his sponsors to become a staple among MMA fighters, sponsors, and fans alike.
He is scheduled to avenge his loss to Brett Chism on March 9,
2012 as the Main Event at Wild Billís Fight Night for the Georgia Fighters Middle Weight (185lb) title.

TEAM VITKAY:
Coaches:
Master Ricardo Murgel,
		Stephen Upchurch
Gym: 		

KnuckleUp Fitness

Fight Team:

KnuckleUp Fitness

Management: Twelve Management Group
To book, contact CJ Wilson
twelevemanagementgroup@gmail.com
404-731-0827

